AIRWHEEL Q3

Look me, no handles!
The long-awaited crossbreed between a Segway and a unicycle has now arrived. This commuter’s dream is the 21st-century answer to the penny-farthing. The gyroscopically-powered electric gizmo requires some decent balance skills, but it is battery-powered, waterproof (i.e. rideable in the Baltics and Britain) and can reach a top speed of 19 kph. The pedals fold up for easy stowing and, while the device wouldn’t quite make it into your carry-on luggage, it could be the coolest ride to the airport that you’ve ever had.
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No (more) roaming

Fight sky high roaming fees with this innovative technology, which diverts voice, text and data away from your mobile provider to a KnowRoaming account at reduced rates. After affixing the tiny electronic ‘sticker’ to your SIM card (a simple procedure), the system automatically enables itself once you go abroad. It is especially effective financially if you are travelling to Asia and the Americas, where roaming fees remain largely unregulated. You can also purchase local forwarding numbers in 49 countries.
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FIFTYTHREE PENCIL

Pen is power
You’ve already gifted someone with a tablet, but didn’t you forget something? This expressive, gorgeously-designed and well-balanced Bluetooth stylus gives your iPad extra creative juice, allowing you to write, draw and paint from any angle. The 14-carat gold-plated tip enables fine detail and broad strokes (as well as pressure sensitivity), while the other end has a built-in digital eraser. Optimised for the company’s free iOS Paper drawing app. Charges via USB in 90 minutes and lasts for up to a month on one charge. Available in graphite or walnut.
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GRID-IT! ORGANISER BUNDLE

Savior to the disorganisation
These carry cases organise your chargers, cords, headphones and other small gadgets, holding items firmly in place and preventing damage or scratching. The customisable rubberised woven elastic system permits infinite configurations for storing your digital devices and personal effects, making travelling with your techno stuff that much less of a hassle. The bundle comes with three different sizes of grids.
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Once lost, now found

Just released after nearly a year-long wait, this small, crowdsourced Bluetooth device attaches to key rings, purses and even hyperactive children to make sure that you can always find them when necessary. Once paired, the device can be tracked with a free iOS app, which displays on a map where your treasured item or person was last seen. Note that you (or another member of the community who has the app installed) need to be within 50-150 feet of your Tile in order for it to be traceable.
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Three Wi(f)i se Men

Stuff some lovely items into your loved ones’ stockings this holiday season with these unique travel gadgets, no wires needed.

AIRBALtIC.COM
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